Chipper™ BT - a compact magstripe & EMV card reader combines leading reliability and affordability in a single advanced mPOS device. This unit is suitable for diverse applications and industries that value mobility and convenience, while connected with Bluetooth® and firmly stuck to the back of your device with a removable adhesive sticky pad.

Chipper™ BT provides a superior chip reading platform with end-to-end data encryption technology, for easy and secure mobile payments anytime, anywhere.

It can fit in your pocket and is ready to go wherever you need a reliable and secure mPOS solution. It supports over-the-air firmware and key injection updates, which reduces complexity and boosts ease of use.
Facilitates secure and easy payment transactions

Unlimited paste and remove to various devices

Chipper™ BT Specifications

- **Functions**
  - EMV Chip Card Reader, (ISO 7816 Compliant Class A, B, C card)
  - Magnetic Stripe Card Reader
    Dual tracks (track 1 & 2 or track 2 & 3)

- **Communication Interface**
  - Bluetooth® 4.0, USB

- **Power & Battery**
  - Lithium polymer rechargeable battery 125mAH, 3.7V

- **Charging**
  - Via micro USB

- **Indicator**
  - LED status indicator

- **Key Management**
  - DUKPT, MK/SK

- **Encryption Algorithm**
  - TDES

- **Swipe Speed**
  - 15cm - 100cm/sec

- **Battery Life**
  - Above 420 EMV transactions, or above 700 magnetic card swipe transactions for one full charge

- **Supported Operating Systems**
  - Android 2.1 or above, iOS 6.0 or above
  - Windows Phone 8, MS Windows

- **Certifications**
  - EMV L1 & L2
  - MasterCard TQM
  - MasterCard Mobile POS
  - AMEX Enabled
  - VISA Ready
  - FCC, CE
  - RoHS
  - BT QDID

- **Dimensions**
  - 61.8 x 44.5 x 14.2mm / 2.43 x 1.75 x 0.56inch (approx.)

- **Weight**
  - 29.8g / 1.05oz (approx.)

- **Sticky Pad**
  - Removable adhesive

- **Sticky Pad Size**
  - 56 x 39mm / 2.20 x 1.54inch (approx.)

**Packaging Specifications**

- **Paper Sleeve**
  - Size: 89 x 78 x 21mm
  - Material: 300g art paper
  - Surface finishing: Matt

- **Plastic Box**
  - Material: PP
  - Surface finishing: EDM Etching
  - Color: Semi transparent

* Please check with your BBPOS Representative for the latest certification status.

^ Standard packaging is plain white paper sleeve and plastic box. Color paper sleeve option may incur extra cost and with MOQ, please check with BBPOS Representative.

**Contact:** sales@bbpos.com
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